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NEW

PEVEX 60 CONVECTOR 6-9kW Multifuel Stove

The new Pevex 60 Convector 60 6-9kW is a high output inset stove
designed to fit into a standard UK 16” x 22” fireplace opening and with a
unique cassette design for easy installation. This stove offers a huge
increase in efficiency over an open fire but will also add a lovely focal
point to the room.

A large fire chamber allows logs up to 13” in length to be loaded. The
wide door with its large glass window allows an uninterrupted view of
the fire burning brightly in the heart of the stove. Built in convection sides
and top plate, ensures maximum heat output from this large efficient
stove.

Features include:. 78% efficiency (net). Heavyweight robust construction. Multifuel for burning wood and smokeless fuel. Riddling cast iron grate. Primary air control and secondary air wash sliders. Side and rear injected tertiary air for improved combustion. Vermiculite lined fire chamber for improved efficiency
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PEVEX SLIMLINE 30 3-5kW Inset Multifuel Stove

The new Pevex Slimline 30 3-5kW inset stove is designed to
easily fit into a standard milner fireback.  It features a narrow
depth and a 45 degree angled outlet to enable fitting into a
standard 16” x 22” fireplace opening and can either be
installed with a liner (with optional bolt on flue adaptor) or
flaunched into the chimney.

The stove is designed for multifuel use and features a large
glass window to give maximum view of the fire, primary and
secondary air for precise control, full cast iron grate,
convection sides and top plate and vermiculite lined fire
chamber for improved combustion and improved efficiency.

Not only will the Slimline 30 look great in any fireplace but
with an output of up to 5kW and an efficiency of 77% (net) it
will be a huge improvement over a normal open fire.
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